SURFRIDER BEACH FLOATS
Surfrider is the most rugged, commercial quality PVC beach float suitable for rental or leisure use.
As a rental item, Surfrider has proven to be a good money maker when rented by the half day or
full day. It is perfect for floating and relaxing in the ocean or gliding over the waves. It is the
ultimate beach float for kids or adults alike.
It is cold glued and made of 1100 denier PVC just like our commercial quality Shark inflatable
watersleds. PVC has UV protection and has proven year after year as the longest lasting, most
durable and most dependable material for air retention, puncture resistance and durability in a
harsh sunny environment. It is best to store Surfrider deflated for prolonged periods on non-use.
Keep Surfrider out of the sun, under shaded cover when not in use.
Surfrider comes in 3 sizes: 48”, 60” and 72” tall and 30” wide. Each Surfrider weighs about 7 lbs.
Each Surfrider is wide enough for one person and has a grab rope all around the exterior for easy
recovery. Each Surfrider is bright yellow in color for great visibility on the water. Surfrider is not
designed as a personal floatation device but is designed for a lot of fun under the sun.
It easily inflates in less than 2 minutes with a standard foot pump (not included, but sold as
accessory). It has 5 chambers which inflate with one convenient valve. Be careful not to
overinflate Surfrider because the sun will heat up the air inside the Surfrider. If Surfrider is
overinflated could cause interior damage. Proper inflation to start the day is to inflate only until
you can pinch the corner with two fingers and have your fingers touch. If your two fingers do not
touch, then let a little air out until they do. The sun will heat up the air until Surfrider is firm.
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